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Course title

Care, work, vulnerability

Topics and course structure

The unprecedented situation caused by the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic has brought to the foreground
questions that often, in the "normal" course of our lives, tend to remain in the background. As in any situation of
"crisis", the countours of the obvious are cracked, thus allowing us to glimpse, sometimes dramatically, the
tensions and fractures that run through our existence and form of social organization.

       Among the many themes that have emerged in recent months, one of the most central has undoubtedly been the theme of "care", understood in its broadest sense, both as a collective and as a more personal and intimate dimension. How can we think of the relationship between the needs of the economy and those of the health and care of the most vulnerable people, at a time when these dimensions enter into an apparently unsolvable conflict? And in what way has the pandemic, with the measures determined for its contrast (such as smart-working, school closures...), brought to the fore the unequal gender distribution of "caring", a something usually confined to the silence of the household and invisible (because rendered such) in public space? More generally, in what way does the current situation require, or invite, a radical rethinking of the fundamentals of "caring"?

            Starting from this framework, the course intends to explore these issues from a political, historical-philosophical and theoretical point of view, each time focusing on the pedagogical implications they entail. The theme of care will be addressed in its connections with the themes of justice and vulnerability, with the theme of work and gender, and its underlying structure will be articulated in the light of a philosophical perspective.

Due to the richness of the theme, the course will be divided into three parts held by three different teachers. It will
be articulated as follows:

1) The theme of care and vulnerability in the perspective of the Capability Approach (Dr. Stefano Pippa) - 18 hours

2) Care and reproduction n contemporary feminist thought (Prof. Vittorio Morfino) - 18 hours

3) At the roots of "care" (Prof. Giorgio Bertolotti) - 18 hours



Objectives

Methodologies

Due to the measures for the containment of the Covid-19 pandemic, lectures will be delivered online using the
WebEx platform. 

Online and offline teaching materials

Slides and selected passages will be provided during the lectures

Programme and references for attending students

Part 1

Mandatory texts:

M. Nussbaum, Giustizia sociale e dignità umana, Il Mulino: Bologna, 2002.

Selected passages and slides provided in class.

Recommended reading:

M. Nussbaum, Creare capacità, Il Mulino: Bologna, 2011.

Part 2

Mandatory texts:

C. Arruzza, N. Fraser, T. Bhattacharya, Femminismo per il 99%. Un manifesto, Laterza: Roma, 2019

Selected passages provided in class

Part 3

Testi e materiali obbligatori:



M. Heidegger, selected passages will be provided in class.

Programme and references for non-attending students

Same as for attending students

Assessment methods

Oral examination

NB During the Covid-19 pandemic, exams will be online, on the WebEx platform. A link will be made publicly
available before the day of exminations.

Assessment criteria: knowledge of topics and themes discussed in class; knowledge of texts; critical thinking;
terminological precision

Office hours

Please email the teaching staff to organise

Programme validity

Two academic years

Course tutors and assistants

N/A
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